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setting. The most commonly used criteria for treatment 
decisions were duration of response, TKI tolerance and 
zugzwang a composite of several related criteria.
Conclusion In contrast to the first-line setting, recommen-
dations for second-line systemic treatment of mccRCC 
among experts were not as heterogeneous. The agents 
mostly used after disease progression on a first-line TKI 
included: EVE, AXI, NIV and sTKI. In the future setting 
of NIV and CAB availability, NIV was the most commonly 
chosen drug, whereas several experts identified situations 
where CAB would be preferred.

Keywords Algorithm · Renal cell cancer · Consensus · 
Diagnostic nodes

Implications for practice

This patterns of care analysis in the second-line treatment 
of metastatic renal cell cancer demonstrated variability in 

Abstract 
Background Second-line systemic treatment options for 
metastatic clear cell renal cell cancer (mccRCC) are diverse 
and treatment strategies are variable among experts. Our 
aim was to investigate the approach for the second-line 
treatment after first-line therapy with a tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor (TKI). Recently two phase III trials have dem-
onstrated a potential role for nivolumab (NIV) and cabo-
zantinib (CAB) in this setting. We aimed to estimate the 
impact of these trials on clinical decision making.
Materials and methods Eleven international experts were 
asked to provide their treatment strategies for second-line 
systemic therapy for mccRCC in the current setting and 
once NIV and CAB will be approved and available. The 
treatment strategies were analyzed with the objective con-
sensus approach.
Results The analysis of the decision trees revealed everoli-
mus (EVE), axitinib (AXI), NIV and TKI switch (sTKI) 
as therapeutic options after first-line TKI therapy in the 
current situation and mostly NIV and CAB in the future 
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treatment strategies after first-line tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tors. Once nivolumab and cabozantinib are approved and 
available, a much higher level of consensus with a clear 
majority of experts choosing nivolumab for second-line 
treatment of metastatic clear cell renal cell cancer can be 
expected.

Introduction

The treatment of metastatic clear cell renal cell cancer 
(mccRCC) is characterized by abundance of treatment 
alternatives and relatively little evidence to favor one over 
the other [1, 2]. Recently a survey among international 
experts revealed a wide range of treatment recommenda-
tions and very little consensus in the first-line setting [3]. 
There was consensus for active treatment with a tyrosine 
kinase inhibitor (TKI), specifically sunitinib (SUN) or paz-
opanib (PAZ), and their selection was mostly dependent on 
comorbidities (cardiac or hepatic insufficiency) or patient 
disposition. However, in many situations, other treatment 
choices were revealed.

Due to the prolonged survival and the inadvertently 
developing biological resistance, most mccRCC patients 
receive a second-line treatment. Clinicians can choose from 
multiple agents, supported by phase III trial data. There 
is evidence for the activity of subsequent VEGF inhibi-
tion with axitinib (AXI) [4] or sorafenib (SOR) [5], or of 
switching to the mTOR inhibitor everolimus (EVE) [6].

Different study designs, different patient populations 
(progression on regimens with regulatory approval at the 
time of study design, refractory to SUN only, progression 
on SUN and/or SOR, respectively) and only one real head-
to-head comparison of AXI and SOR leave the clinician 
with several treatment options and individual preference, 
parameters such as toxicity, or reimbursement plans to rely 
their therapy decision on.

Just recently, the spectrum of treatment options was 
broadened by the introduction of nivolumab (NIV), an 
immunotherapeutic agent that inhibits the T cell checkpoint 
regulator programmed death 1 (PD-1). In a randomized 
open-label phase III study NIV was compared with EVE in 
the second-line treatment setting, where it showed a clini-
cally meaningful and significant benefit in terms of overall 
survival (25 months vs. 19.6 months, 27 % risk reduction), 
response rate (25 vs. 5 %) and fewer high-grade adverse 
events (19 vs. 37 %) [7].

Another new therapeutic option is cabozantinib (CAB), 
a multikinase inhibitor targeting vascular endothelial 
growth factor receptor (VEGFR), MET, RET and AXL 
which was recently examined in comparison with EVE 
in a randomized, open-label phase III trial [8]. With CAB 
also a benefit in overall survival (21.4 vs. 16.5 months), a 

33 % reduction in the risk of death, a longer PFS (7.4 vs. 
3.9 months), a higher response rate (17 vs. 3 % per inde-
pendent review committee) and a similar discontinuation 
rate due to adverse events (12 vs. 11 %) have been shown 
in a planned interim analysis [9].

The aim of our investigation was to examine the current 
level of consensus in second-line systemic treatment among 
a group of experts [10]. Additionally, we investigated the 
potential impact that NIV and CAB might have on decision 
making in the future when readily available.

Methods

Participant selection was based on a previously published 
investigation in the first-line setting of mccRCC [3]. Partici-
pants were asked to describe their treatment strategies in the 
second-line treatment of mccRCC after first-line treatment 
with a TKI (SUN or PAZ). Local treatments for oligo-pro-
gression (surgery, radiotherapy) were excluded. Patients not 
fit enough to undergo second-line treatment that would receive 
best supportive care were also excluded from this analysis.

Next to providing their treatment strategies in the current 
setting, the participants were also asked to provide their 
treatment strategies when NIV or CAB will be approved 
and available.

We also asked the participants to provide the decision 
criteria for the respective treatment choices.

The treatment strategies and decision criteria were con-
verted into decision trees and re-discussed with the par-
ticipants. Decision criteria that were used by less than 
three centers were excluded from the analysis; these are 
addressed in the discussion. Criteria that had the same 
meaning were unified to provide compatibility. The deci-
sion trees were finalized in February 2016 and then com-
pared using the objective consensus methodology [10] 
and analyzed for consensus as well as discrepancies as 
described in other settings [11, 12].

Results

Analysis of the 11 treatment recommendations, in the cur-
rent as well as in the future setting, revealed four distinct 
treatment recommendations and three decision criteria.

Current treatment recommendations for the second-line 
setting after disease progression on a TKI were AXI, EVE, 
NIV and TKI switch (sTKI). The results are summarized in 
Table 1.

One decision tree example for the current treatment situ-
ation is depicted in Fig. 1.

Among the decision criteria proposed by the experts, 
several included a need for tumor response owing to 
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the extent of disease or symptoms, or the rate of disease 
progression. This urgency was expressed differently by 
the experts (aggressiveness, tumor volume or burden, 
bulky disease, symptomatic, shrinkage needed, response 
required) and was summarized under the term “zugzwang.” 
Zugzwang (ZZ) is a German word and implies the compul-
sion to move [13]. We had introduced this term in our pre-
vious publication on first-line treatment in mccRCC [3].

The criteria used to choose treatment in the second-line 
were: duration of response—long versus short to first-line 
therapy—however, no clear cutoff was reported, need for 
response and high tumor burden (ZZ) and TKI tolerability 
or TKI toxicity (Table 2).

In the current setting, at progression after a long and 
well-tolerated TKI first-line therapy and now evident 
ZZ, there was high consensus among the experts (82 %) 
to choose AXI as second-line therapy and 45 % would 
choose EVE if the response was ranked as short. In case 
of poor TKI tolerance in the first-line setting, the analysis 
showed a high level of disparity among the experts, with 
36 % choosing AXI in the short response setting and 55 % 
choosing AXI in the long response setting. In the absence 
of ZZ, the level of disparity was even higher. After good 
TKI tolerance, 64 % would chose AXI in the long response 
and 36 % would chose EVE in the short response setting. 
Conversely, after poor TKI tolerance 45 % would choose 
EVE in the short response and just 36 % AXI in the long 

response setting. Figure 2 shows the degree of agreement in 
treatment choice in the current setting.

Two centers considered switching to another TKI 
(SUN→PAZ or PAZ→SUN) if during first-line TKI treat-
ment drug-specific toxicities prevented treatment continua-
tion. Changes in dose and schedule were also mentioned as 
second-line therapy options—this was summarized as sTKI. 
Of note, this strategy was only chosen in patients with treat-
ment response or disease stabilization to the first TKI.

Toxicities to a first-line TKI preventing a specific sec-
ond-line treatment were excluded from the analysis, e.g., 
uncontrolled hypertension, cardiac insufficiency for AXI. 
SOR was mentioned specifically in the setting of uncon-
trolled hypertension or severe heart problem as an alterna-
tive to AXI in one center. Uncontrolled diabetes or diabetes 
requiring high doses of insulin was mentioned as an exclu-
sion criterion for EVE. Importantly, autoimmune disease is 
a specific contraindication to NIV due to the mechanism of 
action, which is also reflected in the label.

In the future setting, nearly all centers would choose 
NIV as preferred treatment for second-line therapy. How-
ever, two centers would choose AXI for patients with ZZ, 
of whom one center would decide between CAB and AXI 
depending on the response to first-line treatment and in 
two centers patients with ZZ would receive CAB instead 
of NIV due to the experience of early deaths on NIV in 
aggressive disease (Table 1).

Table 1  Current and future treatment options in second-line therapy by center

Current
treatment

Cambridge Cleveland Boston Hannover London Oslo Paris Pavia Rome St. Gallen Vienna

NIV

AXI

EVE

sTKI

Future 
treatment

Cambridge Cleveland Boston Hannover London Oslo Paris Pavia Rome St. Gallen Vienna

NIV

AXI

CAB

NIV nivolumab, AXI axitinib, EVE everolimus, sTKI second tyrosine kinase inhibitor, CAB cabozantinib

Fig. 1  Sample decision tree in 
the current setting
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Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the decision criteria and 
treatments by center in the current and future setting, 
respectively.

Discussion

This report on a comparison of treatment algorithms 
for mccRCC is the result of a survey among 11 medical 
experts in the field of RCC. In total, four different treat-
ment options were revealed in the setting of disease pro-
gression after a first-line TKI in the current setting, and 
three in the future setting provided availability of drugs that 
were recently assessed in clinical trials. Three predominant 
decision criteria were found: duration of response to first-
line TKI treatment, tolerance of this treatment and ZZ.

We identified areas of consensus in these two hypo-
thetical treatment scenarios. In the current treatment set-
ting, a clear majority (82 % of the experts) would choose 
AXI upon disease progression on a well-tolerated first-
line TKI therapy and evident ZZ. Similarly, there was 
consensus among the experts for patients without ZZ and 
good TKI tolerance, with a 64 % choice of EVE after a 
short response and 64 % choice of AXI in case of a long 
response to a first-line TKI, respectively. In the future sce-
nario, provided ubiquitous availability of NIV and CAB 
nearly all experts would chose NIV irrespective of ZZ, 
response duration and TKI tolerability. Only two experts 

would prefer CAB in the case of ZZ. This is in line with 
the European Association of Urology (EAU) guidelines 
on mccRCC, where AXI, EVE, NIV and CAB received 
a 1b recommendation as a second-line treatment after 
failure of VEGF-targeted therapy [14]. Just recently the 
guidelines were updated, mainly driven by the OS data 
for CAB [9], and confirmed the recommendation for CAB 
and NIV [15].

Interestingly, none of the experts mentioned the use of 
lenvatinib (LEN) as single agent or in combination with 
EVE. The multi-target TKI LEN was recently studied in 
a three-arm phase II study in the second-line treatment 
setting after progression on VEGF-targeted therapy and 
offered a significantly prolonged progression-free survival 
both as single agent or in combination with EVE compared 
with EVE alone [16]. However, an investigator-independ-
ent radiological review of the data showed no significant 
difference in progression-free survival between LEN and 
EVE alone, but confirmed the results for the combination 
therapy [17]. Reasons for not choosing LEN/EVE could be 
that this is a randomized phase II trial in contrast to Check-
Mate 025 and METEOR, which are both phase III trials. In 
addition, the high degree of grade 3 and 4 adverse events, 
79 % on the LEN alone arm and 71 % on the combination 
arm of LEN and EVE, respectively, may be relevant for 
omitting these therapies. Of note, the combination of LEN/
EVE was approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) on May 13, 2016 [18].

Table 2  Treatment selection criteria by center

Criteria Cambridge Cleveland Boston Hannover London Oslo Paris Pavia Rome St. Gallen Vienna

Dura�on of
response
Zugzwang 

(ZZ)
TKI-

tolerated

Decision criteria that were used by less than three centers were excluded from the analysis

TKI tyrosine kinase inhibitor

Fig. 2  Most common (mode) 
recommendations for treatment 
options in the current setting
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Fig. 3  Decision criteria and treatments by center in the current setting

Fig. 4  Decision criteria and treatments by center in the future setting
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Despite a long debate and multiple publications on the 
best choice for the second-line treatment in mccRCC [19], 
we observed a high degree of consensus among experts. 
With the availability of NIV, this consensus will be even 
more apparent. Partially in contrast to second-line treat-
ment strategies in the current clinical setting, the strategies 
in the future setting, provided NIV and CAB availability, 
will heavily rely on the use of NIV. Although in certain 
situations CAB may be an option or even preferred, NIV 
remains the first-choice treatment in the second-line set-
ting. Despite the higher consensus among experts in com-
parison with the first-line therapy, the second-line treatment 
of mccRCC remains complex with many open questions 
and conflicting areas.

Median progression-free survival was 4.6 months for 
NIV and 7.4 months for CAB in the pivotal trials, respec-
tively [7, 8]. Hence, there is a need for further treatments, 
and the question arises which drug should be chosen for 
third-line treatment. In a recently published retrospective 
analysis, efficacy and safety of VEGFR-TKIs after PD-1 
inhibition were demonstrated [20].

Recent insights into tumor cell biology question not only 
the standard Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 
(RECIST) progression definition, but offer a possible expla-
nation for the effectivity of continued targeted therapy 
beyond RECIST progression [21]. This opens the discus-
sion on the crucial and unsolved question when and whether 
to change treatments. Particularly since actionable immu-
nologic drivers of RCC response are not clear, the most 
effective duration of therapy with, e.g., NIV and whether 
the therapy should continue beyond progression remains 
unknown [22]. There may also be waiting times between 
lines of treatment, and these are not part of this analysis.

One of the decision criteria used by five of 11 experts 
was long versus short duration of first-line TKI therapy. 
Duration of treatment was used as a stratification factor in 
the Investigating Torisel As Second-Line Therapy (INTOR-
SECT) trial. Patients who had progressed after treatment 
with SUN were randomized to receive the mTOR inhibitor 
temsirolimus (TEM) or the TKI SOR.

In an exploratory subgroup analysis of prespecified fac-
tors, differential overall survival (OS) benefit with SOR 
versus TEM was identified: Median OS with SOR was 
longer in comparison with TEM for patients whose duration 
of previous treatment with SUN was >180 days (17.8 vs. 
14.4 months). For patients on SUN treatment <180 days, 
no significant difference in OS was observed (11.4 months 
for SOR vs. 10.1 months for TEM, respectively) [5]. Not 
all experts made a clear cut distinction between short and 
long duration of first-line TKI treatment at 6 months, and 
some provided a time range (e.g., 6–10 months).

Other relevant decision criteria included comorbidi-
ties and contraindications for certain drugs, which were 

excluded from the analysis because they were relevant to 
fewer than three experts. We had explicitly restricted this 
survey to patients fit enough to receive a second-line treat-
ment, and therefore, performance status (PS) was not one 
of the main criteria for drug selection. Both of these pro-
cedures represent a certain limitation in applicability to a 
few specific clinical scenarios; for practical reasons and 
legibility of the analysis, these restrictions were required. 
Additionally, for the future setting in one center CAB 
would only be the choice in the presence of an aggressive 
disease (ZZ), but still a good PS; in the same setting, but in 
the presence of a low PS, NIV would be the choice instead. 
This is not reflected in the decision tree in such detail.

A limitation of this analysis is that authors may have 
interpreted the question about the decision criteria for 
the respective treatment choices differently from each 
other and certain aspects cannot be ascertained with our 
method, e.g., bad tolerance of first-line TKI may lead to 
a short response, inasmuch as the dose has to be reduced 
or the drug stopped completely for toxicity reasons. On 
the other hand, the response may be short even though the 
patient manages to keep taking the TKI through significant 
toxicity.

In the UK setting, this makes a considerable difference, 
since physicians are allowed to change to an alternative 
first-line therapy (sTKI) if the original choice is active but 
poorly tolerated.

Our results pose a conundrum regarding the ethical and 
practical ramifications of novel expensive therapeutics. 
Provided affordability, would the recommendation be that 
patients pay for NIV out of pocket if it is not yet covered 
by health insurers? This financial issue was not raised 
within this investigation, yet the problem of reimbursement 
and costs is a critical issue and the consequences remain to 
be answered in the near future. The National Institute for 
Health and Care Excellence (NICE) does not recommend 
EVE as a second treatment for people with advanced RCC, 
whereas AXI is recommended as long as the manufacturer 
provides AXI with the discount agreed in the patient access 
scheme [23].

Importantly, some of the experts do not necessarily 
choose a TKI as first-line treatment in mccRCC, but rather 
HD-IL 2 or interferon and bevacizumab, as outlined in a 
previous analysis [3].

Currently there are no reliable predictive markers avail-
able to guide decision making in the setting of disease pro-
gression on or after a TKI.

The results, which are presented here, are neither a 
recommendation nor a guideline for the treatment of 
mccRCC patients. The field is evolving quickly, and new 
data become available; hence, any algorithm in the field 
of mccRCC may be short lived. Despite this limitation, 
the information may be helpful for clinicians in everyday 
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decision making, especially in scenarios where evidence-
based medicine is limited [24].

Conclusion

When his study was conducted, the majority of experts 
would use AXI or EVE in the second-line treatment of 
mccRCC. When readily available, the most common sec-
ond-line treatment after first-line TKI will likely receive 
NIV.
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